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“Students will select and demonstrate 
responsibility for various roles while 
participating in physical education; 
and, accept ideas from others that 
relate to changing/adapting, movement 
experiences.” Physical Education Program 
of Studies, Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�TAKE�TURNS�READING�CLUES�

and stamping-in at 
each letterbox

s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�
contribute and accept 
ideas from others for 
where to locate each 
letterbox and unscramble 
the letter clues

TEAM IT UP!
Provide a brief overview of 
the history of letterboxing 
(see Related Resources) and 
explain that students will have an opportunity to locate letterboxes on the school grounds. 
Letterboxers hide small, weatherproof boxes in publicly-accessible places (like parks) and 
distribute clues to finding the box in printed catalogues, on websites, or by word of mouth. 
)NDIVIDUAL�LETTERBOXES�USUALLY�CONTAIN�A�LOGBOOK�AND�A�RUBBER�STAMP��&INDERS�MAKE�AN�IMPRINT�
OF�THE�LETTERBOX�S�STAMP�IN�THEIR�PERSONAL�LOGBOOK��AND�LEAVE�AN�IMPRESSION�OF�THEIR�PERSONAL�
STAMP��)N�PREPARATION��INSTRUCT�STUDENTS�TO�lND�A�TEAM�OF����AND�COMPLETE�A��MINUTE�WARM
up activity of their choice. The warm up activity must include a cardiovascular (run, walk, 
tag), a strength (push-ups, sit-ups, squats) and a flexibility element (stretches and reaches). 
While teams are completing their warm-up, assign each team a number.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations for planning 
lTNESS�ACTIVITIES�SEE�PAGE����IN�h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�
IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH�
�!#)#2	��������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Warm It Up

Lesson 5 of 6

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

Orienteering
EQUIPMENT
six plastic boxes that each include a small logbook, a 
stamp, an ink pad or felt pen and a pencil » stamps 
CAN�BE�FOUND�AT�DOLLAR�STORES��lND����UNIQUE�ONES�IN�
SHAPES�OF�ANIMALS�OR�OBJECTS��TEAM�SIGNATURE�STAMPS	��
AND����LETTER�STAMPS�CORRESPONDING�TO�THE�MASTER�WORD�
(letterbox stamps) » copies of clue list » team sheets » 
map of the school ground

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 7IKIPEDIA�/NLINE�%NCYCLOPEDIA��

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Letterboxing

s� ,ETTERBOXING�.ORTH�!MERICA�
website, www.letterboxing.org

Cooperation
#OMMUNICATION
Fair Play
,EADERSHIP� #���	�
Teamwork 
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CLUED LETTERBOXING
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students when 
planning learning opportunities and incorporate variations as 
needed to ensure learning and success for all. Assemble letterboxes 
that each include a pad of paper (logbook), pencil, letter stamp, 
and ink pad. The number of boxes you choose to create will depend 
on how many groups will be searching – at least one box per group 
WORKS�WELL��.UMBER�EACH�BOX�AND�MARK�THE�LOCATIONS�WHERE�THEY�ARE�
hidden on a map of the school grounds as they are placed. Keep in mind that each box needs to be placed 
WHERE�IT�WILL�NOT�READILY�BE�FOUND�BY�OTHERS�DURING�RECESS�OR�LUNCH��)F�YOU�WISH��SELECT�A����LETTER�WORD��ONE�
letter per box) teams will unscramble when all the letterboxes have been found. The word should be grade 
SPECIlC�AND�MAY�BE�A�VOCABULARY�WORD�FROM�HOMEROOM�OR�SUBJECT�AREA�TEACHERS��.EXT��CREATE�A�LIST�OF�CLUES�
THAT�WILL�LEAD�STUDENTS�TO�EACH�LETTERBOX��)NCLUDE�ALL�THE�CLUES��BY�NUMBER��ON�ONE�PAGE�AND�COPY�ENOUGH�
for each team. Each clue should indicate a starting point and use a number of steps and landmarks on the 
school grounds to direct students to the letterbox; e.g., start at the garbage can on the east end of the 
TARMAC��)F�YOU�LOOK�EAST��YOU�WILL�SEE�THREE�TREES�AT�THE�END�OF�THE�SCHOOL�GROUNDS��GO�TO�THE�SMALLEST�TREE��
4AKE����STEPS�TOWARD�THE�BUSHES�ALONG�THE�FENCE��5NDER�A�PILE�OF�LEAVES�YOU�WILL�lND�LETTERBOX����
Provide each team with a clue list, a team signature stamp, a team sheet, and a skipping rope. All teams 
will start at the same time from a central location. Each team will find the letterbox corresponding to their 
TEAM�NUMBER�lRST��AND�THEN�PROCEED�NUMERICALLY��0ROVIDE�STUDENTS�WITH�THE�FOLLOWING�GUIDELINES��4HE�
person reading the clues must change with each letterbox search; the group must stay together (hold onto 
the skipping rope the entire time); when a letterbox is found, the team must stamp-in by stamping their 
team sheet with the letterbox stamp, by signing the names of all team members in the logbook, and by 
stamping the logbook with their team signature stamp. When all of the letterboxes have been found, teams 
return to the starting point to unscramble the word and hand in their team sheet. Have equipment available 
for students who may have to wait for other teams to finish, so they can stay active.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision 
consideration when planning 
ORIENTEERING�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGE����IN�
h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�
IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�
)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Whoop It Up

HOMEWORK TIME!
7HAT��(OMEWORK�IN�
0%��9ES��!SK�STUDENTS�
to make their own 
letterbox and bring 
it to school for a trial 
run. Visit the websites 
listed under Related 
Resources in this lesson 
for information to send 
home, detailing how 
to make a letterbox. 
Encourage students to 
try letterboxing with 
their families – take 
turns hiding a box and 
writing clues!

Wrap It Up


